
lilitab’s custom tablet solutions
are reinventing the way customers
interact with brands. 

WHY LILITAB

BRANDING GRAPHICS

LILITAB
KIOSK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (KMS)

HOW LILITAB SERVES DIFFERENT INDUSTRIES

Save time/money. lilitab KMS 
eliminates app iOS development.

Flexible/modular.  The lilitab 
tablet system has multiple
mounted and hand-held 
kiosk options, including floor,
counter, surface and wall.

Hand-held mobility with
geolocation, geofencing, and

recorded chain of custody.

Accessory friendly. lilitab supports many third-party accessories 
such as printers, scanners, and payment modules. We also offer 
a keyboard mount, RFID reader enclosure, wheeled base and more.

FOOD SERVICE

> Self-ordering (Panera Bread)

> Staff-assisted ordering, 
 in-hand digital menu

Putting the fast in fast casual.
Panera Bread currently has
lilitab kiosks in more than 
half its restaurants nationwide, 
crushing lines and boosting sales. 

> Check-in (Receptionist)
> Customer feedback

> Patient bedside entertainment
 (Stanford Children’s Hospital)
> Check-in (Quest Labs)

Enriching the patient experience.
Stanford Children’s Hospital is equipped
with lilitab kiosks specially designed for
bedside patient entertainment.

HEALTHCARE

FAST DEPLOYMENT1

EASY MAINTENANCE2 FUTURE PROOFED3

Maximize uptime. 
lilitab products are
engineered for
reliability—no exposed 
cables, steel mounts, 
die-cast hinges, and 
ABS housings.

lilitab KMS. lilitab KMS dashboard 
monitors kiosk functioning, alerting 
you if units are performing properly.

Patented lilitab MagDOCK.  Go from fixed 
to hand-held with the lilitab MagDock with 
the turn of a key, or flash a QR-coded 
badge, enter PIN code, or press on-screen 
button with the lilitab SmartDOCK.

Patented tablet enclosure. Our expansible 
system means you can add new modules 
or accessories when needed, or swap out
head units/faceplate with updated ones.

SECURE SHARING4 MANAGEMENT5

lilitab KMS Dashboard. Provides remote 
administration, monitoring, and 
troubleshooting of your network from 
any web browser, any where in the world.

SECURE
Build and deploy a website as 
your interactive, and present it

within the KMS secure browser.

ZERO iOS DEV

Remote administration, monitoring, and troubleshooting; monitors network
connectivity, power, and charge levels of all units; tracks user-defined metrics
and identifies unit performance; generates audit trail records; exports all data.

CLOUD-BASED ENTERPRISE DASHBOARD

Increase event engagement.
Hyundai and Ford made an impression 
with lilitab kiosks at a tradeshow event.

> Information capture and
 display (Ford and Hyundai)

TRADESHOW & EVENTS

Upgrade your in-store experience.
Sephora is engaging their customers

with custom kiosks mounted in store, 
delivering interactive content.

> Assisted-selling (Sephora)
> Endless aisle

RETAIL

HOSPITALITY

Looking good. We offer a large range of graphic options, 
giving you the flexibility to tailor your message 
with your brand, including:

> Faceplate Graphic
> Counter and Floor Backdrop Graphic
> Floor Front Mount Graphic Panel


